
 Ms. Mandy & Ms. Tiffany’s
 4th Grade Class



Monday March 23, 2020



                             Morning Devotion 
                      

                                           Click for Devotion!

                                       

1 Click on picture to listen to song 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V6OQWbon3Bs&list=RDMMV6OQWbon3Bs&start_radio=1
http://www.truthforkids.com/march-23/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V6OQWbon3Bs


Some of you may want to access the soft relaxing music that Mrs. Tiffany plays during our    
         independent work time. Here is the Youtube link to the songs I play. Enjoy!!

               Click Here...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNvMbDsdJqs


MATH 
1. Complete “Review What You Know” page 816.

2. Cut out “My Word Cards” on pages 817 & 819 and study your 
new vocabulary for lines, angles and shapes. 



Check 
your 
work! 



 Soil, Rocks, and       
Landforms

Investigation 1, Part 2—
Physical Weathering

Slide 7



Review: What is soil?
Soil is composed of different sizes of rock, like sand, 
silt, clay, and gravel. It also has humus which is organic 
matter that comes from dead plants and animals. 

Review



• What causes big rocks to break 
down into smaller rocks? 
Write focus question down in journal 

Focus Question



What are the properties of:
Granite small pieces
broke off. Shaken pieces
 have smoother edges.

Conglomerate broken pieces
 are bigger than granite, and 
more of them. 

Granite and Conglomerate



How can you break pieces of granite and 
conglomerate rock into smaller pieces?
This is optional and with parent supervision. I understand not everyone has 
granite or conglomerate rocks around the house 
A. put pieces of granite or conglomerate rocks in a plastic jar. Screw on the lid.
B. Shake the jar enthusiastically for several minutes.
C. Pour the contents of the jar onto a paper plate and observe. 
If you were able to complete this with an adult send me some pictures through Bloomz 

What is the effect of tumbling the rocks? 
Small sand-size pieces broke off the granite. The conglomerate broke into more 
and bigger pieces than the granite. The tumbled rocks are more rounded or 
smoothed than the control rocks.

Granite and Conglomerate



Weathering: is the geological word used to 
describe the breakdown of rock into smaller 
pieces. 
physical weathering: when rocks break into 
smaller pieces without changing what the 
rock is made of.
abrasion: (rubbing together) occurs when 
rocks fall, when rocks tumble in landslides, 
and when rocks hit one another when they 
are pushed around by moving water, waves, 
and wind. 

Physical Weathering



Water freezes at 0°
C.
What do you think 
will happen to this 
bottle of water if I 
put it in the freezer 
overnight?

Freezing Investigation Watch this video to find out what 
happens

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxmAJMjJ5Nk


When water freezes, it expands—it gets 
bigger.

When the water freezes in a crack in a rock, 
what might happen to the rock?

Freezing and Thawing

Slide 14



 the process by which larger rocks crack and 
break apart over time to form smaller rocks

          the process by which rocks are broken   
down by breaking and banging

      the rubbing, grinding, and bumping of rocks that 
cause physical weathering

  to change from a liquid to a solid state as a result of 
cooling 
       to get bigger; to take up more space

Vocabulary Review
weathering 

physical weathering 

abrasion 

freeze 

expand 



What causes big rocks to break down 
into smaller rocks?

Focus Question



 ENGLISH



                

Complete this practice in 
your English journals.



READING
Read for Accelerated Reader! The Houma Christian account has been unlocked so you can         

take tests at home!!
  A note from the librarian… https://jaimestoddard.wixsite.com/jaime-stoddard/7th-grade

 

AR website!         Click Here!

         
             Click the picture to
           learn more about poetry!

                    Elements of Poetry...
         (complete with companion packet from last week) 
 

https://jaimestoddard.wixsite.com/jaime-stoddard/7th-grade
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9vSYNa2UNH4
https://hosted30.renlearn.com/1643493/






















CLICK ON THE PCTURE 

https://jessicadisalvo.wixsite.com/hcselementarype/elementary-home-workouts-and-devoti




Tuesday March 24, 2020



                             Morning Devotion 

Click on picture to listen to song 

Click here 
for devotion 

http://www.truthforkids.com/march-24/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e3RRU25dpPg


Math 
Time to Practice AM 

Click on this link

Accelerated Math

https://hosted30.renlearn.com/1643493/


sss

Click on the picture to learn 
more about weathering 

User name: HCSWarrior
Password:warrior123

https://www.brainpop.com/science/weather/weathering/
https://www.brainpop.com/science/weather/weathering/
https://www.brainpop.com/science/weather/weathering/


ENGLISH

 Funny
 Idiom --->
 LOL!

     



Check your work from     
      yesterday!



READING
Read for Accelerated Reader! The Houma Christian account has been unlocked so you can    

                            take tests at home!!

             AR website! 

         
       Review Answers from Powerpoint and Packet from 
                       Yesterday...
                                              

https://hosted30.renlearn.com/1643493/






        READING continued
                                                                Click Here!       Listen to the recording of our new novel
    ”Farmer Boy by Laura Ingalls Wilder “School Days”

Vocabulary:
primer- an elementary textbook for teaching children to read
jerring- mocking; making fun of someone :(

 Click here                      and locate New York state on a U.S. map.

In your Reading journal:
Q: What would the weather be like in that part of the country?

    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJLN48FKlaQ
https://geology.com/world/the-united-states-of-america-satellite-image.shtml


Music
Grab your recorder and click on the picture below to learn a new song!  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_UcHplzLPk




Wednesday March 25, 2020



                             Morning Devotion 
                        

Click Here...

Click on picture to listen to song 

http://www.truthforkids.com/march-25/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ABWnLjXer10


MATH

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z96kFXpMmB8


1. Access the math website:

      Click here     Pearsonrealize.com 
      Watch Lesson 16-1 videos on “How Can You Describe Pairs of    

        Lines?”

2. Then complete complete in your math book: 

page 823 #3-15  and page 824 #16, 19, and 20  

(check your work on the next slide) 

http://pearsonrealize.com




Homework page for extra practice  



Soil, Rocks, and 
Landforms

Investigation 1, Part 3—
Chemical Weathering

Slide 50

SCIENCE



We’ve seen that rocks break into smaller rocks 
when they bang and tumble against each other or 
when ice expands and breaks them apart. That’s 
what we call physical weathering. But there are 
other ways that rocks can be weathered. 
Sometimes substances in the air dissolve in rain, 
creating a weak acid. Substances get into the air 
from natural sources, like volcanoes, and from 
human-produced sources, such as car exhaust 
and factories. Let’s find out how acid rain affects 
earth materials. 

Review



• How are rocks affected by acid 
rain? Write focus question in journal

Focus Question



Chemicals from the environment can 
change rocks into different minerals or 
other materials. This process is called 
chemical weathering. 

Acid-Rain Evaporation



Rocks are often a mixture of ingredients 
called minerals. 
One mineral, calcite, reacts with acid. 

Acid-Rain Evaporation Results



Reading in Science Resources
Click here FOSSWEBSITE
Go read the story “Weathering” 

username: sciencehcs
password:: sciencehcs4

http://fossweb.com


      rain with increased acidity that is caused by 
environmental factors (such as atmospheric pollutants)

    the process by which the minerals in a rock 
can change due to chemicals in water and air. Chemical 
weathering can cause rocks to break apart.

          the process in which two or more 
substances combine to make one or more new substances 
that have different properties from the original ones

  a common rock-forming mineral in Earth's crust. It 
reacts with acid.

Vocabulary Review
acid rain 

chemical weathering 

chemical reaction 

calcite 



• How are rocks affected by acid 
rain? 

Focus Question



 ENGLISH



Complete the assessment
If you don’t have access to a 
printer, you can write your 
answers in your English journal.



READING
Read for Accelerated Reader! The Houma Christian account has been unlocked so you can    

                            take tests at home!!
              AR website! 
                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                              poetry

                    Elements of Poetry...
         (complete with companion packet from last week) 
 

https://hosted30.renlearn.com/1643493/






































Library Read Aloud

                          Click the image

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YmT0jhFlh5I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YmT0jhFlh5I


Art with Ms. Mandy & Ms. Tiffany part 2

      CLICK HERE TO LEARN HOW TO DRAW A HAMBURGER 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P539hAiWFDY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=db1dd9S1_kY&disable_polymer=true




Thursday March 26, 2020



                             Morning Devotion 
                        

                                  Click Here...

           
                                        
                                           WHAT A BEAUTIFUL NAME
                                                                                                     Click Here...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQWFzMvCfLE&list=RDEMORiNTZh5MD9bcOhfcgo6iQ&start_radio=1
http://www.truthforkids.com/march-26/


MATH

Click on link to go to Freckle.com

Then you will enter your class code:

4A code: rhode6

4B code: 93kypu

Complete the assignment #29 Operations & Algebraic Thinking-At your level 

https://www.freckle.com/


SCIENCE
Click here FOSSWEBSITE
                                     Go to Tutorials 
username: sciencehcs
password: sciencehcs4

                               watch weathering  

http://fossweb.com


 ENGLISH
Starting with a Venn diagram, pick two things you want to research     
                  to compare and contrast. 
           
        
                
                       CLICK THE PICTURE FOR A REVIEW

        

         Write a (rough draft) compare and contrast writing
          (Refer to your English and Reading journal notes if you need to.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CkV_uRErIqk


READING
Read for Accelerated Reader! The Houma Christian account has been unlocked so you can    

                            take tests at home!!

AR website! 

   Review Answers from Powerpoint and Packet from Yesterday…
               

https://hosted30.renlearn.com/1643493/
https://hosted30.renlearn.com/1643493/
https://hosted30.renlearn.com/1643493/






READING continued
    Listen to the recording of our novel Farmer Boy
    by Laura Ingalls Wilder “Winter Evening”

Vocabulary:
eave- the part of the roof that extends past the wall
fringe- a decorative border or edging of hanging threads attached to a band
haymow- the part of a barn where hay or straw is stored

Answer the questions in your journal...
In the quote below, the cold is described as being cruel. What does that mean? How does the 
phrase help you understand how Almanzo is feeling at the moment?

“The cold was cruel. The night was black and still, and the stars were tiny sparkles in the sky. 
Almanzo was glad to get into the big kitchen, warm with fire and candle-light. He was very 
hungry.”

                                    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRtGCTtnFMs&t=1s


HAVE A GREAT



Friday March 27, 2020



                             Morning Devotion 
    Click Here...               

                                                                                                TRUST IN YOU
                                                                                                                                                 Click Here...
             

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n_aVFVveJNs
http://www.truthforkids.com/march-27/


MATH
On page 827 complete the Solve and Share 

Below are two ways you could sort the 
triangles into two groups.



1. Access the math website:

      Click here     Pearsonrealize.com 
      Watch Lesson 16-2 videos on “How Can You Classify Triangles?”

2. Then complete in your math book: 

page 829 #3-15  and page 830 #16, 17, and 20  

(check your work on the next slide) 

http://pearsonrealize.com




Homework page for extra practice  



SCIENCE
    We are done with investigation 1 on soils and weathering

In your journal describe the differences between physical and 
chemical weathering?  

One paragraph (send picture through bloomz of writing) 

  

                              



 ENGLISH
     Revise, edit, & write the final draft of your compare & contrast writing.
       

   

   

   
                  
              
                If you can, please take a picture of your writing and send it to me through Bloomz   
                           messages, so I can check and provide feedback.



Check your work from
your assessment yesterday.



READING       Log on to Readworks.org to complete the comprehension quiz/assessment.

   Make sure you use the RACE method (restate, answer, cite text evidence, explain)

                to answer your constructed response questions.

4B: 4A:
Class Code: EFQ4QG Class Code: RR3FNR

      Click on the RACE poster!

   

   I will be checking these and sending you feedback through the Readworks.org page. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=seEPxM5ebPU


https://jessicadisalvo.wixsite.com/hcselementarype/elementary-home-workouts-and-devoti



